New
Collection

Chai Ming Studios introduces our newest
and Limited Edition pieces. Our values—transcendent
design, impeccable craftsmanship, quality service—are manifest in every
detail of every piece.
Each piece presents a true collaboration between designer, craftsman
and client, with an unwavering devotion to materials, process and artistry.
We offer refined, bespoke furniture pieces inspired by the international
community, extraordinarily executed by hand using traditional methods.
We embrace juxtapositions and the unexpected, celebrating textures
and finishes while honoring classic designs. Discover the dynamic ripples
of the Lofton Bench or celebrate our fifth anniversary with the Limited
Edition Gem Table. Steer a room into unparalleled beauty with the Benton
Dining Table or the sophisticated Bond Cocktail Table. Enjoy the comfort
and memorable details of our Facette or Walton sofas.
We intend this compilation to provide a starting point for designers so
that we can work together to create design solutions for any project.
We are committed to establishing exchanges that further designers’
visions, extending our approach and sharing our experience. We value
relationships, whether with a customer or a supplier in our broad network.
We honor the smallest detail and the elegant whole—to us, they are
equally essential.
Please join us.

LOFTON BENCH
The rippling lines of the Lofton Bench channeled seat allude to the gentle
arch of the metal base legs. Thin lines slip away visually for a sense of weightlessness. Graceful curves emphasize the bench’s carefully refined versatility.
Created in mixed materials for a look that resonates in multiple settings.
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Thin lines slip away visually for a sense of weightlessness,
while graceful curves
emphasize the bench’s refined versatility.

Luxurious in scale
and intimate in detail.

FACETTE SOFA
A subdued, faceted frame distinguishes the Facette Sofa. The bench seat
cushion matches the faceted front base, inviting a closer look and adding
intrigue. Designed to float in a room or assume a more traditional placement,
with compelling craftsmanship at each turn.
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Designed to float in a room or assume
a more traditional placement,
with compelling craftsmanship
at each turn.
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WALTON SOFA
The Walton Sofa speaks to meticulously curated design and honors a tradition
of tailored service. A classic, clean form floats on an artful frame. Exceptionally
skilled artisans execute each component— subtle base facets, back details
that punctuate a flat surface. A generous bench seat and boxed back cushions
provide a comfortable, indulgent sit.
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Time tells the Chai Ming Studios story,
as use reveals the true artistry and
quality of each piece.
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Incomparable beauty
once accessible only to nobles.

BOND COCKTAIL TABLE
LIMITED EDITION
The exceptional Bond Cocktail Table, limited to an edition of two, showcases
the extraordinary Chai Ming Studios design team’s skills. Our designers tapped
centuries of meaning when they selected amethyst, not typically used in
furniture, for the shelf. The decision speaks to their mastery of materials
and design.

Amethyst stones are infused by iron. They
radiate power and strength, with a history
that reaches beyond time itself.
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An iconic Chai Ming Studios piece,
made more extraordinary
with the addition of amethyst.

Brilliant purple hues and intricate crystalline
patterns demand closer looks to savor their
coloration and depth. Framed in mirrorpolished bronze or stainless steel and topped
with exquisitely clear glass, the table is created
by hand in a generous size to emphasize the
amethyst’s stunning attributes.
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Once reserved for royalty,
the wood’s exquisitely patterned grain
is further elevated with hand-applied
copper glaze.

BENTON DINING TABLE
LIMITED EDITION
Rare Tamo wood tops the Benton Dining Table, its distinctive figuring
radiating unparalleled beauty. Its equally exceptional counterpoint is
a warm cast bronze base that melds a hand-burnished exterior and
mirrored interior.
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An antique water vessel form inspired the refined design,
at once stopping within
and exceeding time.
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Amethyst stones are infused by iron.
They radiate power and strength, with a history
that reaches beyond time itself.

GEM TABLE
LIMITED EDITION
Limited to an edition of five to celebrate our studio’s fifth year, the Gem
Table’s jewel-like setting echoes classic Asian forms. Its pentagon shape
is transformed into a magnificent piece when topped with amethyst’s
intensely rich character and coloration. This stunning occasional table’s
cast bronze frame is hand-finished in polished black nickel, for a richly
sophisticated reflective surface that echoes bands in the amethyst top.
The addition of amethyst makes this definitive Chai Ming Studios piece
even more remarkable.
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Chai Ming Studios offers incomparable
luxury seating, tables and case goods.
Our designs fuse styles and periods, for matchless versatility. We
preserve tradition with exemplary handmade craftsmanship and
unparalleled service.
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Design that transcends time,
for a lifetime.
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